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Nevertheless, Levi was all relaxed in his manner, “Don’t worry, I will take care of
this!”

“And how exactly do you plan to do so?” Aaron challenged him right away.

Caitlyn was still sobbing, “Didn’t you see that the Blacks are all reduced to tears
already? How are you going to deal with this? With that smart mouth of yours?”

“Why did you have to do this? Why can’t you just stay at North Hampton? And
what are we going to do with this trouble that you’ve caused?” Zoey cried out of
despair.

Not long after, Jennie and Logan reached the Black family manor as well.

“What happened? What’s wrong with you, Levi? Do you know you’ve offended
the Caesar family? They’re the quasi royals of the North Hampton!” Logan could
not help but bellow at Levi.

Jennie looked at Zoey and her parents in contempt, “I’ve long said that nothing
good could come out of you guys coming here!”

“Logan, do you have any idea how to deal with this?”

Keane and the others rushed to Logan’s side, hoping that he would have a
solution to their woes.

However, Logan’s face sank, “I’ve just heard the news that the Caesar family is
going to go all out on this. What could we do anyway? The Zachs family still has
some influence in the South City, but we will not be of much help here either.
Why did you guys have to offend the quasi-royal clan of South Hampton?”



The Blacks were devastated to hear Logan’s reply, to say the least.

They had always depended on Logan.

If even Logan couldn’t do anything about their predicament, then they were truly
doomed.

“Russell, what’s the matter with you today? You always seem like you know what
you’re doing, but why did you do something so stupid today? Don’t you know
who Richard Caesar is? Why did you slap him? Huh?” Logan chided Russell as
well.

It was futile to play the blame game since the incident had been blown out of
proportion. The piece of sensational news had traveled far and wide.

Hence, it was impossible for Richard to keep quiet on this matter that concerned
his dignity.

There was no doubt that he was going to take action against the Black family.

“I don’t think I’ve done anything wrong! The Caesar family is obviously being the
bully here, so I can’t just turn a blind eye to that!”

Then, he glanced at Levi, “Moreover, we have Levi here. We will surely get this
settled!”

Levi admired Russell’s firm stance.

This is what the Black family lacks.

“Right, keep bluffing! Yes, you have a bright future ahead. But this is the Caesar
family from South Hampton that we’re talking about here. I don’t think even Scott
Yates and his Triple Group could have dealt with this mess! The two of you really



went cuckoo to have attempted a fight with the Caesar family. How are you going
to fight against them?”

Logan was exasperated at their nonchalant attitude.

Russell was getting irritated at their ignorance as well. “Why don’t you guys
believe in me? Don’t worry. This matter will be resolved!”

Logan glared at him, “You want us to believe in you?”

Then, Logan approached Meredith and Robert, “Grandma, grandpa. I swear to
handle this crisis with all my resources. Leave this to me!”

“Alright, we have to depend on you to deal with this mess. There’s nothing much
we could do!” Meredith replied.

“But please don’t get your hopes too high on this since the Caesar family is quite
powerful. I will try my best to minimize the losses, though. Even though the
Blacks would be spared in the end, you guys still would have to make some
sacrifices…”

Logan meant that the Black family could only keep their essential members.

People like Russell and Levi might have to be sacrificed.

“Great! We don’t expect to come out of this unscathed. We just hope that we
could minimize the damages!”

Logan sighed, “Grandma and grandpa, you guys could only depend on me
during this critical time!”

Meredith nodded her head, “Yes, Logan! The rest are useless trash!”


